For the Cos(2x)-Potential the coefficients of the weak-and strong coupling perturbation series of the ground state energy are constructed recursively. They match the well-known expansion coefficients of the Mathieu equation's characteristic values. However presently there is no physically intuitive method to extract the coefficients of the strong coupling series from those of the weak one. The standard rule while giving exellent results for the anharmonic oscillator fails completely in this case.
Introduction
The perturbative treatment of quantum-mechanical or field-theoretical problems renders in general results in the form of divergent infinite power series in some coupling constant g. Various resummation schemes have been applied to them, aiming at finite results for all values of the coupling constant g. For the anharmonic oscillator exellent results are known.(See e.g. Chap. 16 of the book of Kleinert and Frohlinde [1] and the references therein). Since the real value of the resumation schemes lies in their generalization and application to field theories, it is worth while to study, how generally applicable they are. But this requires models for which higher oder coefficients of the perturbation expansion are available. This is practically only the case, if the coefficients can be constructed recursively. Known models with this property are all closely related to the harmonic oscillator. They permit weak coupling expansions only. Here we present a model, which is based instead on the infinite square well potential. It permits the recursive construction of a weak-as well as a strong coupling series. Both series seem to have a finite radius of convergence and agree with numerical data. A mapping of one series to the other, based on physical intuition, is not known at present.
The Model
Consider the one dimensional Schrödinger equation:
where the coupling constant g may take on positive or negative values. Its unperturbed potential is chosen to be the infinite square well:
As perturbing potential we take:
The ground state energy E0(g) is known to be the characteristic value b1(g) of the Mathieu equation. We show now, how the expansion coefficients of E0(g) = b1(g) can be obtained recursively in a quatum mechanical context.
The Weak Coupling Series
The recursion relation for the weak coupling coefficients ǫi in the series
for the ground state energy will be obtained by the method of Hamprecht and Pelster [2] . To start off, we need to know the matrix elements of the perturbing potential V1(x) in the basis of unperturbed eigenfunctions:
Ψn(x) = 2 π cos n x for n = 1, 3, 5, . . . sin n x for n = 2, 4, 6, . . . Since the matrix Vn,m is band-diagonal, the method of Hamprecht and Pelster applies and produces the well known [3] weak coupling coefficients as shown in table 1. They are of Borell type in the sense, that tripletts of consecutive coefficients alternate in sign. Also they decrease with an average ratio of about 4, so that the weak coupling series will have a radius of convergence of |g| ≃ 4. The recurrence relation for the ǫi can be found in appendix A.
The Strong Coupling Series
In this section we investigate the limit g → −∞. Scaling the x-axis with x → α x with α = 1/ |g| transforms the Schrödinger equation (1) into: where E0(g) = |g|(e − 1). A solution to this eqaution will be found by an expansion of Log(Ψ) in powers of α. The square well barriers are withdrawn to |x| = π/(2 |g|), so that they fall into a region where for small |g| the wavefunction Ψ is exponentially small. Therefore these barriers will have no influence on the power expansion. With
ei α i inserted into equation (2), a recurrence relation for the c k,j is obtained, which has a unique solution, if one takes the following initial conditions into account:
• Working up to order 2n in α and x, we put c k,j = 0 for k > 2n − 1.
• The power of x is to be restricted by c k,j = 0 for 2j > k + 1.
The results for the coefficients c k,j are listed in table 2. They agree with the literature values [3] . The recurrence relation for the ei can be found in appendix B. This series is not of Borell type; again it has a finite radius of convergence of 1/ |g| ≃ 4. The agreement of both expansions with numerical results is shown in figure 1 and in figure 2 .
Appendix
• A: The Recurrence Relation for the Weak Coupling Coefficients Figure 1 : The first few approximations of order n = 3, 5, 7, 9 to the rescaled ground state energy E 0 (g)/g, which tends to the constant value 1 for g → ∞ are shown in comparison to numerical results (big dots). For small |g| the weak coupling series (dotted lines) give good agreement and for large |g| the strong coupling approximations (solid lines) fit very well. 
